
High Card Flush 

 

Equipment: 

 
High Card Flush is used on a clearly designated non-poker table with appropriate 

layout.  

One standard 52 Playing Card Deck is used for this game. 

When this table uses an Automatic Shuffler there will be 2 standard 52-card decks 

rotated each hand. 

A discard rack is used for this game to remove cards previously used. 

 

Game and Bonus Wager: 

Players can wager $2, $5 or $10 on the Ante. 

Players can wager $2-$10 on the Flush and Straight Flush Bonus 

None of these wagers are required to be the same amount. 
 

 

Pay tables: 

                       Flush Bonus                                      Straight Flush Bonus 

Player Hand Pays Player Hand Pays 
7 Card Flush 200 7 Card Flush 1000 
6 Card Flush 60 6 Card Flush 400 
5 Card Flush 10 5 Card Flush 100 
4 Card Flush 1 4 Card Flush 40 

  3 Card Flush 6 
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Dealing Procedure: 

 

The goal of High Card Flush is to obtain a seven-card hand with a higher 

maximum Flush count than the dealer. When comparing two hands, the first 

criteria for deciding a victor is finding which hand has a higher maximum Flush 

count (Ex. A hand with 5 Spades and 2 Clubs automatically beats a hand with 4 

Hearts and 3 Diamonds). If this first comparison results in a tie, then the player and 

dealer compare the highest card in their largest Flush, with Ace high. If the highest 

card is equal between both hands, then the second highest is compared, then third, 

and so forth until a resolution has been made, or all cards have been compared and 

both hands are deemed equivalent. 

 

At the start of each round, the player can elect to place bets on the High Card 

Flush, Flush Bonus, Straight Flush Bonus. 

 

The player can evaluate their cards to determine whether they will place an 

additional 

Raise bet to see the dealer’s seven card hand and have the necessary comparisons 

made. The player can then make the following choices: Fold and surrender the 

Ante bet. 

 

If the player has a maximum 2, 3, or 4 card Flush hand, the player can place a 

Raise 

bet equal to the Ante wager to reveal the dealer’s hand. (raise to not exceed $10) 

 

If the player has a maximum 5 card Flush hand, the player can place a Raise bet of 

up to 2 additional wagers equal to their Ante wager to reveal the dealer’s hand. 

(raise to not exceed $10) 

 

If the player has a maximum 6 or 7 card Flush hand, the player can place a Raise 

bet 

of up to 3 additional wagers equal to their Ante wager to reveal the dealer’s hand. 

(raise to not exceed $10) 

 



If the player elects to fold with a bonus wager placed for this round, the folded 

hand is tucked 

under the side bet, to be evaluated after the main game is finished.  

Once all decisions have been made, the dealer’s hand is revealed.  
 

Dealer Qualify  

To qualify: The dealer must have an 8 high 3 card flush.  

If the dealer does not qualify, the player’s Ante bet is paid 1:1, and the Raise bet 

is a push. 

 

If the dealer’s hand qualifies, both hands are compared according to the above 

rules. The following outcomes are then possible: 

 

If the player’s hand wins, both the Ante bet and Raise bet are paid 1:1. 

If both hands are equivalent, both the Ante and Raise bets are pushed. 

 

If the dealer’s hand wins, both the Ante and Raise bets are lost. 

Once the main game is completed, all Bonus Wagers are then evaluated and 

resolved. The 

Flush Bonus Wager pays based on the largest Flush in the player’s hand. 
 

Paying Out: 

Dealers will take losing bets from the current player in order of, Raise, Ante, Flush 

and ending with Straight Flush. 

Dealers will then pay out winning bets from current player in order of, Raise, Ante, 

Flush and ending with Straight Flush. 

Dealers are to place player cards in the discard rack in such a way that they can be 

readily arranged to reconstruct each hand in the event of a question or dispute. 

 

Flush Bonus 

Player may choose to play the Flush Bonus. Players must play Ante wager to play 

Flush Bonus. Flush Bonus wager may be more than players Ante. 



Flush Bonus Wager is the player wagering on the contents of their hand. If a player 

has 4 Card Flush or better, they will receive the payout according to the Flush 

Bonus pay-table. 

Straight Flush Bonus 

Player may choose to play the Straight Flush Bonus. Players must play Ante wager 

to play Straight Flush Bonus. Straight Flush Bonus wager may be more than 

players Ante. 

Straight Flush Bonus Wager is the player wagering on the contents of their hand. If 

a player has 3 Card Straight Flush or better, they will receive the payout according 

to the Straight Flush Bonus pay-table. 

 

Irregularities 

If there is an Incorrect number of cards in player’s/dealer’s hand.  If any player or 

the dealer is dealt an incorrect number of cards, all wagers will be returned, and the 

hand will be voided. 

In the event of a shuffler malfunction, all wagers will be returned, and the hand 

will be voided. 

If more than one card needs to be “Backed up” the hand will result in a misdeal. 

 

 

 


